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The magnetron sputtering technique was employed to prepare Zr-alloyed Cu thin ﬁlms with Zr addition
ranging from 0 to 7.0 at.%. Microstructure evolution with Zr doping was characterized by using the
transmission electron microscope and atom probe tomography. Plastic deformation characteristics
(hardness, strain rate sensitivity and activation volume) of the Cu-Zr alloyed ﬁlms were examined by
using nanoindentation testing. Signiﬁcant Zr doping effects on the microstructure were clearly uncovered that (i) the Zr segregated at grain boundaries and tuned the grain boundary structure. With
increasing the Zr addition, CuZr amorphous particles at grain boundaries (3.0 at.% Zr) and even three
dimensional CuZr amorphous grain boundary network (7.0 at.% Zr) were formed; (ii) the grains (size and
morphology) and nanotwins were notably inﬂuenced by the Zr doping. In particular, the nanotwin
thickness was reduced from ~25 nm in the pure Cu ﬁlm down to ~5 nm in the Cu-Zr alloyed ﬁlms.
Accompanied with the microstructure evolution, the Cu-Zr thin ﬁlms displayed hardness and strain rate
sensitivity highly sensitive to the Zr doping, i.e., hardness increasing while strain rate sensitivity
decreasing with raising the Zr addition. The strengthening and deformation mechanisms were discussed
in terms of the microstructure-property relationship. Three regimes were divided within the studied Zr
doping range: grain/nanotwin boundary-dominated strengthening mechanism in the regime I of pure Cu
ﬁlm, dislocation nucleation-controlled nanotwin softening mechanism in the regime II of Zr addition
3.0 at.%, and intergranular amorphous layer-mediated strengthening mechanism in the regime III of Zr
addition up to 7.0 at.%. In addition, the reduction in strain rate sensitivity with Zr doping was quantitatively described by adopting a model that involves the thermally activated partials depinning mechanism based on the effective dislocation segment length.
© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Nanostructured (including nanocrystalline, NC, and nanotwinned, NT) Cu thin ﬁlms widely applied in miniaturized components are of great importance for modern micro and
nanotechnologies, due to their excellent electrical and thermal
conductivity [1e4]. However, the nanostructured pure Cu thin ﬁlms
associated with a large volume fraction of high-energy grain
boundaries (GBs) exhibit low ductility and thermal instability
[5e8], which drives the developments of advanced Cu-based thin
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ﬁlms with improved performance. Reﬁning grain size into nanoscale indeed can notably increase the strength and strain rate
sensitivity (SRS) [9,10], whereas it also sharply reduces the tensile
ductility and degrades the microstructural stability of elemental
thin ﬁlms, e.g. Cu [11,12], Ni [11,13] and Al [14,15]. This is because
the high energy GBs associated with high mobility can absorb
abundant dislocations, resulting in low dislocation storage inside
the grains. Therefore, a universal strategy to remarkably enhance/
improve the mechanical properties of these nanostructured materials is to manipulate the multi-hierarchical microstructure by
embedding atoms/clusters or nano-particles inside the grain interiors to increase dislocations storage and at the GBs to prevent the
grain growth by reducing GB mobility [16,17]. Fortunately, alloying
opens an avenue to achieve such an idea about microstructure
sensitive design to improve materials’ properties by tuning the
solute atoms distributions in nanostructured metallic thin ﬁlms,
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which has unambiguously veriﬁed in bulk nanostructured alloys
[18e27].
In fact, previously reported ﬁndings have clearly uncovered that
alloying can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the relationship of
microstructure-mechanical properties of nanostructured thin ﬁlms.
Here we only summarize some recent important results in three
kinds of typical binary Cu-based thin ﬁlms to brieﬂy illustrate the
alloying effects on internal microstructure features and related
strengthening mechanisms, as follows:
(i) The Cu-W model system: It is well recognized that in the
immiscible Cu-W system characterized by a quite positive
enthalpy of mixing (Hmix) of about þ22 kJ/mol, there does
not exist any Cu-W compound in its equilibrium phase diagram. Compared with the elemental (Cu) thin ﬁlms, it is
normally expected that the marked solute segregation that
alters GB characters could occur and the solute drag effect
could yield smaller grains [28e33]. The underlying mechanisms for such high strength of “Cu-W model system”, in
addition to the well-known GB strengthening, can be
attributed to other strengthening mechanisms, e.g. solid
solution strengthening [34] (including clusters strengthening [35]), GB solute segregation [36] and solute drag effect
[37].
(ii) The Cu-Al model system: In this system with the enthalpy of
mixing (Hmix) close to zero, solute (Al) has a signiﬁcant solid
solubility in the matrix (Cu) lattice and, consequently, only a
weak segregation tendency. The solute atoms inside grains
can effectively decrease the stacking fault energy (SFE, gsf) of
the solid solution [38], rendering lots of planar defects (i.e.,
stacking faults and TBs) formed in these as-deposited alloyed
thin ﬁlms. For example, as the Cu thin ﬁlms is alloyed with Al,
more nanotwins with thinner thickness are observed in the
Cu-Al alloyed thin ﬁlms with lower SFE or higher fraction of
Al [39,40]. Recently, Hodge and coworkers [40] synthesized
fully NT Cu-Al alloyed thin ﬁlms with columnar grains and
showed an increased strength up to ~1.5 GPa that was closely
related to the decrease in grain size or increase in Al content.
At the same time, the ductility could be improved with
decreasing the nanotwin thickness. In addition to the
strengthening mechanisms mentioned in the Cu-W model
system, TBs also play an important strengthening role in the
Cu-Al system thin ﬁlms, similarly to that in the elemental Cu
thin ﬁlms [13,41].
(iii) The Cu-Zr model system: In such a system that has a very
negative enthalpy of mixing, only elemental Cu and intermetallic Cu-Zr phases coexist at room temperature under
equilibrium state, much different from the aforementioned
Cu-Al and Cu-W model systems. However, the nonequilibrium magnetron sputtering process can result in the
coexistence of solute (Zr) atoms/clusters, Cu-Zr intermetallic
particles and Cu-Zr amorphous phase in the as-deposited
alloyed thin ﬁlms to achieve multi-hierarchical microstructures, thereby facilitating the combination of high strength
and ductility. In the Cu thin ﬁlms alloyed with Zr, the Zr
segregation at GBs may lead to the formation of Cu-Zr
amorphous phases at the GBs. Recent atomistic simulations
[42] have shown that the nanoscale amorphous intergranular phase as a structure feature plays a critical role in
toughening nanostructured materials. This has been veriﬁed
in crystalline/amorphous nanolayers, e.g. Cu/Cu-Zr nanolaminates [43,44]. Besides the strengthening mechanisms as
mentioned in the Cu-Al system, Zener pinning effect by
particles dispersed at GBs also enhances the strength of this
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“Cu-Zr model” alloys and dedicates to their thermal stability
by reducing the GB mobility.
For the engineered nanostructured alloys, strength is a quite
important mechanical property determined by their hierarchical
structures and can be enhanced by the combined strengthening
mechanisms aforementioned. However, there are still some open
issues about alloying effects to be answered: (i) Whether the
strength of alloyed thin ﬁlms, in particular in the Cu-Zr model
system, can be further increased by manipulating their microstructure?, (ii) What is (are) the underlying strengthening/deformation mechanism(s) in the Cu-Zr model thin ﬁlms with
hierarchical structures? and (iii) To what degree can the amorphous
phase inﬂuence the mechanical properties of the Cu-Zr model thin
ﬁlms? Considering nanotwins can drastically increase the strength
and ductility simultaneously in elemental Cu, issue (i) likely can be
resolved by embedding nanotwins within grains of the Cu-Zr
model system. Actually, issues (ii) and (iii) can be resolved by
investigating the strain rate sensitivity (SRS, m) and activation
volume (V*) of the Cu-Zr model thin ﬁlms, both of which are signatures of deformation mechanisms.
In this work, we investigate the Zr alloying effects on tuning the
microstructure and plastic deformation characteristics of nanostructured Cu thin ﬁlms. A signiﬁcant evolution in microstructure is
unveiled with the Zr doping. The dependences of hardness, SRS,
and activation volume on the Zr doping are discussed in terms of

Fig. 1. XRD spectra of pure NC Cu ﬁlm (a) and alloyed Cu-Zr ﬁlms with 0.4 at.% (b),
1.0 at.% (c), 3.0 at.% (d) and 7.0 at.% (e) Zr addition.
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the microstructural evolution and quantitatively described by using
strengthening/deformation models.
2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Material preparation
Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms with different Zr contents (0, 0.4, 1.0, 3.0
and 7.0 at. %) were deposited on SiO2/(111)Si substrate by direct
current (DC) magnetron co-sputtering at room temperature. Pure
Cu (99.995%) and Zr (99.99%) targets were used to prepare the
alloyed ﬁlms. With a constant power for Cu target, the power
setting of the Zr target was varied from 0 to 84 W to change the ﬁlm
composition. The sputtering chamber was evacuated to a base
pressure of 3.0  107 Torr, and a 7.5  103 Torr Ar pressure was
maintained during the deposition process. The substrate was
neither heated nor cooled during the deposition process. All ﬁlms
had the same thickness of ~1.5 mm.
2.2. Microstructure characterization
X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments were carried out using a
Bruker D8 Discover powder X-ray diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation at room temperature to determine the crystallographic orientations. Microstructures and elemental compositions of the asdeposited samples were examined by using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) on a JEOL
JEM-2100F microscope with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.
Preparation procedure of the cross-sectional TEM samples is as

follows: a small piece of the wafer sample was cut in two parts and
glued face-to-face (or ﬁlm-to-ﬁlm) by using epoxy glue. The slice of
sample was then glued on a brass cylinder. The slices were
manually thinned and polished on grinding paper to a thickness of
about 100 mm. Subsequently, they were glued on TEM grids and
dimple ground by using a dimple grinder. Finally, the samples were
polished by using a precision ion beam polishing machine (Gatan
691 PIPS). The milling protocol was set for fast milling at 4e4.5 kV
until a hole formed in the center of the sample. The voltage cascade
featuring short steps at lower voltage (down to 1 kV) was applied in
order to minimize ion-milling damage. The preparation procedure
for planar TEM samples was relatively simple: disks of 3 mm
diameter were directly cut out of the wafer sample and glued on the
brass cylinder. The following procedures were the same as in preparing cross-sectional TEM samples.
The average grain size, d, average nanotwin spacing, lT and the
percentage of Cu grains containing twins, PT, were statistically
evaluated following the procedures in Ref. [45]. The volume fraction of amorphous phase, PA, was also statistically measured in
planar-view TEM observations. At least 500 grains were examined
in each thin ﬁlm. The alloy composition and content of all samples
was measured using JSM-7000F scanning electron microscope
(SEM). Atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Dimension Icon)
measurements were performed on a 5  5 mm2 scan area to
examine the surface roughness of the as-deposited ﬁlms.
Three dimensional atom probe tomography (APT) data were
obtained using a local electrode atom probe (LEAP 4000 HR).
Probing was performed under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (about
3.4  1011 mbar) with a pulse fraction of 20%, at a specimen

Fig. 2. Representative planar TEM images of the pure Cu (a), Cu-0.4 at.% Zr (b), Cu-3.0 at.% Zr (c) and Cu-7.0 at.% Zr (d) ﬁlms.
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temperature of 70 K, and with a detector efﬁciency of 36%. Visualisation and analysis of the APT data were carried out using
IVASTM 3.6.12 software. Needle-like APT samples were prepared by
using focus ion beam (FIB) technique with an end radius of curvature less than 50 nm.
TEM samples after nanoindentation were prepared using a FEI
HELIOS NanoLab 600i with an in situ Omniprobe lift-out micromanipulator. The TEM samples were analyzed in a FEI Tecnai G2
F20 microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.
2.3. Nanoindentation test
Mechanical properties of the Si substrate-supported ﬁlms were
measured using a TI950 TriboIndenter (Hysitron, Minneapolis, MN)
with a standard Berkovich tip at room temperature. The displacement and load resolutions of the instruction are 0.04 nm and 1 nN,
respectively. The hardness test was performed in the loadcontrolled mode for all pure Cu and Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms. It
was experimentally demonstrated that the load noise and
displacement noise were mainly less than 0.3 mN and 0.2 nm,
respectively, which hardly affected the hardness measurement results. To eliminate substrate effects [46], the nanoindentation data
were collected within a maximum indentation depth of 10e15% of
the entire thickness for each sample. Considerable effort was made
to correct thermal drift in the nanoindentation test to improve the
reliability and accuracy of these measurements. In this study, the
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allowed drift rate was set at 0.01 nm s1, which is 10 times smaller
than the typical value (0.1 nm s1) used in standard nanoindentation tests.
In this study, the nanoindentation tests were carried out at four
different strain rates, of 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 s1. In the loadcontrolled mode, the strain rates (_ε) is deﬁned by Ref. [47]:

ε_ ¼

P_
2P

(1)

where P is the load and P_ ¼ dP=dt is the loading rate. The strain-rate
sensitivity is experimentally deﬁned as the slope of the double
logarithmic plot of hardness H and ε_ under isothermal conditions,
which can be expressed as [48,49]:

m¼

vlogðHÞ
;
vlogð_εÞ

(2)

while the activation volume V* is determined following the
expression as:

V* ¼

pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ


3  3kB T 3  3kB T vlogð_εÞ
¼
;
H$m
H
vlogðHÞ

(3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. At
least nine indents separated from each other were performed on

.
Fig. 3. HRTEM images showing the GB microstructures in the Cue1.0 at.% Zr (a), Cue3.0 at.% Zr (b), and Cue7.0 at.% Zr (c). In (a), blue square A and red square B indicate a Cu-Zr
intermetallic particle and Cu matrix, respectively. Their inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) HRTEM images are given in the corners. (b) The Cue3.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms have a
discontinuous amorphous phase (red square) at GBs. Inset in (b) is the corresponding FFT. (c) Cue7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms have unclear GBs and a continuous amorphous phase is formed
along the GBs, as outlined by yellow dashed curves. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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each sample to obtain an average hardness (H). Note that the yield
strength of present ﬁlms is assumed to be roughly 1/3 of its
nanoindentation hardness.

3. Experiment results
3.1. Microstructures
The XRD patterns for the as-deposited pure NC Cu and alloyed
Cu-Zr ﬁlms are presented in Fig. 1. The pure NC Cu ﬁlm displays
(111)-, (200)-, and (220)-peaks, indicative of randomly oriented
grains. Doping Zr into the Cu ﬁlm induces the change of crystallographic orientations from randomly oriented grains to highly
textured (111)-oriented grains. Also, the diffraction peaks broaden
and shift their positions to lower angles, indicative of nanocrystallization and even amorphization in the Cu-Zr thin ﬁlms
when the Zr content up to 7.0 at.%. These results preliminarily
demonstrate signiﬁcant changes in the microstructure of the NC Cu
thin ﬁlms with Zr addition, as visualized by the subsequent detailed
TEM observations.
Representative planar TEM images of the pure Cu, Cu-0.4 at.% Zr,
Cu-3.0 at.% Zr and Cu-7.0 at.% Zr NC thin ﬁlms are shown in Fig. 2,
illustrating nanostructured features. Compared with the pure Cu
and Cu-0.4 at.% Zr ﬁlms, the Cu-3.0 at.% Zr and Cu-7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms
have blurred GBs. HRTEM examinations prove that a discontinuous
amorphous phase is locally generated at the GBs in the Cu-3.0 at.%
Zr thin ﬁlms and a continuous amorphous phase is formed along

the GBs in the Cu-7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms, while there are a few Cu-Zr
intermetallic particles nearby the GBs in these alloyed ﬁlms,
shown in Fig. (3). The EDX mapping analyses of the rectangular
regions reveal a nanoscale heterogeneous structure that Zr atoms
mainly distribute at the GBs, as shown in Fig. 4. With increasing the
Zr addition, more Zr atoms were dissolved into the grain interior as
well. Visible and quantitative analyses of the Zr distribution will be
shown later by using APT images. It is well known that binary Cu-Zr
system exhibits great glass formation ability associated with a wide
glass-forming composition range, and there are lots of Cu-Zr
compound in its equilibrium phase diagram [50,51]. The
increased Zr concentration at GBs with raising Zr addition renders
the formation of amorphous Cu-Zr phase: the CueZr amorphous
phase percolates along the GBs when the Zr addition is greater than
3.0 at.%.
A more quantitative interpretations of the APT results for Cu3.0 at. % Zr ﬁlms are provided by the compositional isosurfaces (or
isoconcentration surfaces) in Fig. 5(a) and (b). The Cu atoms are
displayed in orange. The regions enclosed by the blue surfaces are
enriched above the nominal 4.0 at.% Zr concentration. The blue
isoconcentration surface obviously displays a Zr segregation region.
This is further proved by 1D-concentration proﬁles obtained from
the region-of-interest (green region in Fig. 5(a)) as shown in
Fig. 5(c). In the Cu-3.0 at. % Zr ﬁlms, the Zr concentration can be
5.0 at.% at GBs and less than 2.0 at.% in the grain interior.
Representative cross-sectional TEM images of the ﬁlms are
shown in Fig. 6. It appears that the increase in Zr content leads to an

Fig. 4. Planar-view TEM image and Zr element map (in purple square) of the Cu-0.4 at.% Zr (a), Cu-1.0 at.% Zr (b) and Cu-3.0 at.% Zr (c) thin ﬁlms. Blue speckles are Zr elements. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. (a) APT reconstruction of the Cu-3.0 at.% Zr alloyed thin ﬁlm. The blue composition isosurface of Zr corresponds to the nominal Zr concentration of >4 at.%. The Cu atoms are
displayed in orange. The size of the analytical region is 50 nm  50 nm  110 nm. (b) Corresponding top view of the area between the two black lines in (a), from which the Zr
segregation at grain boundaries is evident. (c) The 1D-concentration proﬁle is computed along the region-of-interest (the green cylinder in (a): Ø 4.5 nm). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

obvious microstructural evolution. The pure Cu ﬁlm is characterized by equiaxed (globular) grains near the substrate and columnar
grains near the surface. However, the Cu-1.0 at.% Zr alloyed thin ﬁlm
has a homogeneous structure along the ﬁlm thickness, which is
composed of columnar grains penetrating from the bottom to the
top of the ﬁlm. The GBs are nearly perpendicular to the ﬁlm plane.
In the Cu-3.0 at.% Zr ﬁlm, the structure is inhomogeneous along the
ﬁlm thickness. It is ﬁne crystalline close to the substrate and the
grains become columnar in the upper part of ﬁlms. While in the Cu7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlm, a continuous amorphous phase network is formed
along the GBs, and the enclosed grains display a ﬁber-like shape.
The crystalline and amorphous ﬁbers grow from the substrate to
the surface.
In addition to the evolution of grain orientations/morphologies
and GB amorphization trend with increasing Zr content, another
evident change is the reﬁnement in grains, see Fig. 7. The pure Cu
ﬁlm has an average grain size of d ~72 nm with a wide grain size
range of ~25e150 nm (Fig. 7(a)). In the addition of 0.4 at.% Zr, the
grains are slightly reﬁned and the grain size distribution shifts to a
relatively small range spanning from ~30 to 90 nm. While
increasing the Zr content up to 3.0 at.%, the average crystalline size
further decrease to d ~54 nm (Fig. 7(c)).
The twinning behaviors of the Cu ﬁlms, characterized by twin
density and twin thickness are signiﬁcantly changed by the Zr
addition, see Table 1. The twin density means the percentage of
grains containing nanotwins. Compared with the pure Cu ﬁlms

with a twin density of about 25%, the addition of only 0.4 at.% Zr
dramatically increases the twin density up to ~100%, which is kept
almost constant until the Zr content reaches above 3.0 at.%.
Correspondingly, the twin spacing or thickness lT is reduced from a
few tens of nanometers in the pure Cu ﬁlm down to ~5 nm with the
Zr addition, see the statistical results in Fig. 7(b).
AFM images of the ﬁlms are shown in Fig. 8. Measurements of
surface roughness showed that the average root mean square
(RMS) roughness of all the ﬁve ﬁlms was within the range
3.8e7.0 nm. This indicates that these ﬁlms have almost the same
surface smoothness. The inﬂuence of surface roughness on the
hardness can be approximately neglected in discussion of the Zr
doping effect later.
3.2. Hardness of the Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms
Fig. 9 displays the representative nanoindentation load-depth
curves and the strain rate-dependent hardness of alloyed ﬁlms
with different Zr contents. In the pure Cu and Cu-3.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms,
the indentation depth decreases as the loading rate is raised, see
Fig. 9(a) and (b). By contrast, in the Cu-7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms, an inverse
trend is found, i.e., the indentation depth slightly increases at
increased loading rates, see Fig. 9(c). It is found that the hardness
increases with increasing loading rates for ﬁlms with Zr content
3.0 at.% and higher Zr content leads to greater hardness. A slight
increase in Zr content can induce a sharp increase in hardness. For
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Fig. 6. Representative cross-sectional TEM images of the pure Cu (a), Cu-1.0 at.% Zr (b), Cu-3.0 at.% Zr (c) and Cu-7.0 at.% Zr (d) ﬁlms. Diffraction patterns are indexed
correspondingly.

example, it appears that the hardness of Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms
measured at the strain rate of 0.1 s1 drastically increases from
about 1.7 GPa to about 5.4 GPa as Zr content increasing from 0 to
7.0 at.%, as presented in Table 1.
3.3. Strain rate sensitivity of Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms
Zr doping does not only affect the hardness of Cu thin ﬁlm, but
also signiﬁcantly affects the rate-limiting process, which can be
characterized by two important parameters, i.e., SRS index m and
activation volume V*. To investigate the deformation mechanisms
in the Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms, SRS m is calculated from the slope of
hardness-strain rate log-log plots in Fig. 9(d) and presented in
Table 1. It unexpectedly appears that SRS m ﬁrst drastically decreases from 1.3  102 to 0.8  102 with a slight increase in Zr
content from 0 to 3.0 at.%, and the corresponding activation volume
V* reduces from 50b3e13b3. This ﬁnding is in sharp contrast to what
generally observed in nanostructured elemental thin ﬁlms, such as
Cu and Ni, that the SRS m and V* are mutually exclusive. Increasing
the Zr content to 7.0 at.%, the further decrease in SRS results in a
negative m of 0.2  102.

solute segregation at GBs [52,53] or interfaces [54,55] can effectively reduce the excess free energy to stabilize the microstructure
of alloys, which can be quantitatively captured by thermodynamic
models [23,29,52,54e56]. The element of Zr is expected to work
well for the microstructural stabilization by GB segregation since it
has equilibrium solubility in Cu of only 0.12 at.% at 972  C [57e59]
and a large size misﬁt of ~24%. Indeed, the doped Zr atoms are ready
to segregate at GBs in the nanostructured Cu-Zr thin ﬁlms,
consistent with previous experimental ﬁndings in nanostructured
bulk Cu alloys [58,60]. Among the current CueZr ﬁlms, only the
Cue0.4 at.% Zr ﬁlm displays evident Zr segregation at the GBs but
without amorphous phase formation. For this reason, the
Cue0.4 at.% Zr ﬁlm is used to demonstrate the reduction in GB
energy. According to the thermodynamic models [52,56,61e65]
proposed for solute segregation-induced reduction in GB energy,
the GB energy gGB can be evaluated to be ~0.4 J/m2 in the case of
0.4 at.% Zr addition, which is reduced by 1/3 by compared with the
g0 of 0.6 J/m2 for pure Cu [66]. The energy reduction effectively
stabilizes the GB and reduces the grain size, and directly impacts on
the microstructural evolution in NC Cu ﬁlms.

4.2. Alloying effects of Zr on microstructure evolution
4. Discussions
4.1. Zr segregation at GBs
Numerous studies have unambiguously demonstrated that

4.2.1. Fundamental structure forming phenomena
Polycrystalline thin ﬁlms prepared by the sputtering techniques
exhibit large varieties of structures involving the size, morphology
and orientation relationship of crystals as well as the

J.T. Zhao et al. / Acta Materialia 132 (2017) 550e564
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phenomena in thin metal ﬁlms can be interpreted by the real
structure zone model (SZM) [70,71], which also considers the effects of concentration of impurities (co-deposited additives) on GB
mobility. The correlation between the speciﬁc grain morphology
and growth texture of the Cu-Zr ﬁlms can be understood on the
basis of the fundamental structure forming phenomena [70,71], as
follows:
(i) In pure Cu thin ﬁlms, the structure is characterized by
equiaxed grains. The effect of GB migration becomes decisive
without Zr addition. This kind of structure is mainly attributed to the high substrate temperature range or impurity
species which, usually being hardly detectable, blocks the
crystal growth periodically.
(ii) At low Zr concentrations, such as in the Cu-1.0 at.% Zr ﬁlm, Zr
segregates at GBs and reduces GB mobility. The initial
structure of randomly oriented small grains is gradually
dissolved without any suppression in the coalescence stage.
The minimization of the interface/surface energy not only
controls this strong restructuration and develops the
restructuration growth texture, but also renders GBs
perpendicular to the ﬁlm plane. The resultant texture remains Zone II (refer to the SZM model [70,71]) with columns
extending through the ﬁlm and with a smaller grain size
compared with the pure Cu ﬁlms.
(iii) At medium Zr concentrations, such as in the Cu-3.0 at.% Zr
ﬁlm, discontinuous amorphous phases form at GBs and grain
growth is limited readily in the coalescence stage. The
development of ﬁne crystals close to the substrate is a result
of the competition taking place among the differently oriented neighboring crystals [70,71]. The coalescence of ﬁne
grains will ﬁnally result in a columnar morphology at higher
thickness.
(iv) At high Zr concentrations such as in the Cue7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlm,
the growth of crystals is blocked periodically by the amorphous phase covering the surface of the crystals. The
nucleation density determines the lateral sizes of the ﬁbers.

Fig. 7. Histograms of Cu grain size (a) and twin spacing (b) in the Cu ﬁlm, Cu-0.4 at.% Zr
and Cu-3.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms, respectively. The evolution of average grain size and twin
spacing (lT) is shown in (c) as a function of Zr content.

microchemistry of the ﬁlm [67,68]. Structural inhomogeneity along
the ﬁlm thickness is well illustrated in the present Cu-Zr alloy ﬁlms,
showing structural and morphological evolution from the NC
equiaxed grains to fully NT columnar grains. Similar structure
evolution has been observed by Wang et al. [69] in Cu and Cu-Cr
thin ﬁlms. Actually, the fundamental structure forming

4.2.2. Twinning behavior
Twin nucleation and propagation in FCC metals relies on the
formation and motion of {111} <112> partial dislocations, whereas
slip involves full {111} <110> dislocations. The extremely thin
nanotwins with average TB spacing on the order of ~5 nm in the
present Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms is much smaller than that in pure
Cu thin ﬁlms. Unlike the case of fully NT elemental thin ﬁlms with
nanotwins such as Cu [4], we believe that the alloying effects of Zr
also play an important role in nanoscale twinning via reducing GB
energy. To explain the stable growth of nanotwins in Cu-Zr alloyed
ﬁlms during magnetron sputtering, a simple analysis presented by
Zhang et al. [72] originally proposed for Cu/330 stainless steel
multilayered ﬁlms is employed here.
In the nucleation process, the initial nuclei may be either ‘perfect’ (i.e., free of planar defects) or have stacking faults and/or twins.
The total free energy (DGn) of a disc-shaped nucleus with radius r
and height h for the two cases is given as:

DG1 ¼ 2prhgs  pr2 hDGV ;

(4a)

DG2 ¼ 2prhgs  pr2 hDGV þ pr2 gt ;

(4b)

where gt is the TB energy; DGV is the bulk free energy per unit
volume driving the nucleation and can be expressed by:
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Table 1
Summary of microstructural sizes and mechanical properties.
Film
Pure Cu
Cu-0.4 at.%
Cu-1.0 at.%
Cu-3.0 at.%
Cu-7.0 at.%

d (nm)

lT (nm)

PT (%)

PA (%)

Hardness (GPa)

±
±
±
±
±

25 ± 2
5±1
4±1
4±1
e

25
100
100
100
0

0
0
0
3±1
15 ± 1

1.7
2.5
3.3
4.0
5.4

72
66
64
54
34

Zr
Zr
Zr
Zr

4
1
1
1
2

 
P
DGV ¼
ln V ;
U
PS
kB T

(5)

where U is the atomic volume, PV is the pressure of the supersaturated vapor and PS is the vapor pressure above solid. From Eqs.
(4a) and (4b), the critical size r* can be derived by setting the differential of DG with respect to r to zero. For the two cases, r* can be
given as:
*
rperfect
¼

*
rtwin
¼

gs
;
DGV

the

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.2

V* (b3)

1.3 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.1
0.2 ± 0.1

50
19
17
13
e

±
±
±
±

2
1
1
1

alloyed ﬁlms, the segregation of Zr at GBs can lower the GB energy
and hence cause the free energy for the formation of twins/faults
comparable to that of a fault-free nucleus. This thus promotes the
formation of twins within the grains, such as in the Cu-0.4 at. % Zr
ﬁlm.
The twin spacing can be estimated by the ratio between the
nucleation rates for perfect and twinned nuclei, which is given as:

ln

Iperfect
pg2s hgt
;
¼
Itwin
kB T DGV ðhDGV  gt Þ

(7)

(6a)

lT ¼ h

gs
;
DGV  ght

Taking

±
±
±
±
±

m (  102)

(6b)
following

parameters

for

the

calculation:

U ¼ 1.18  1029 m3/atom [57], gt ¼ 0.024 J/m2 [73], h ¼ {111}

interplanar spacing ¼ 2  1010 m, Ps ¼ 3  107 torr, it is found that
at a constant TB energy and deposition rate, r*twin is much larger
than r*perfect at the high surface energy. However, r*twin will rapidly
get close to r*perfect as the surface energy decreases, as shown in
Fig. 10(a). This means that the formation of growth twins is not
favored and most nuclei will be free of twin or fault in the case of
high GB/surface energy, such as in the pure Cu ﬁlms. While in the Zr

Iperfect
:
Itwin

(8)

Using values of parameters mentioned above, the calculated
twin spacing (lT) in the form of lT/lT0 (lT0 is the twin spacing of pure
Cu) as a function of surface energy is plotted as the solid line in
Fig. 10(b). The two dots represent the experimental results of lT/lT0
for the Cu-0.4 at. % Zr ﬁlm and pure Cu ﬁlm whose surface energy
was evaluated to be 1.2 J/m2 (gS z 3gGB ¼ 3  0.4 ¼ 1.2 J/m2) [74,75]
and 1.80 J/m2, respectively. The calculated result indicates that the
surface/GB energy has a notable impact on TB spacing (lT) which is
in good agreement with the experimental trend. Note that an
experimental dot is greater than the calculation. A possible reason
for this discrepancy is that the above analyses do not consider the

Fig. 8. AFM images of the as-deposited Cu-0.4 at.% Zr (a), Cu-1.0 at.% Zr (b), Cu-3.0 at.% Zr (c) and Cu-7.0 at.% Zr (d) ﬁlms.
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Fig. 9. Representative load-depth curves of pure Cu (a), Cu-3.0 at.% Zr (b), and Cu-7.0 at.% Zr (c) ﬁlms, respectively. The direction of the arrow represents the gradual increase in
strain rate. (d) log H vs. log plots of the pure Cu ﬁlm and Cu-Zr alloyed ﬁlms. The slope of each line represents the strain rate sensitivity (m).

ﬁlm growth stresses that may affect the twin formation (e.g., as a
strain relaxation mechanism). In addition, the grain boundary
structure is inevitably changed with the Zr addition, which will also
affect the twin formation. The calculations indeed describe the
minimum possible twin spacing, not the practical twin spacing.
4.3. Zr addition-dependent hardness and strengthening
mechanisms
Based on the microstructural characterization, one can claim
that the Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms exhibit hierarchical microstructure, resulting in the remarkably enhanced hardness/strength by
compared with the pure Cu thin ﬁlms. In this study, we simply
consider the thin ﬁlms as composites consisting of crystalline phase
and amorphous phase, and regard the hardness (HA) of nanoscaled
amorphous Cu-Zr phase as a constant of ~4.8 GPa [76]. Assuming
the effective medium theory remains operative in the nanoscale
length, the ﬁlm strength (zHardness/3) can be given as follows:

sy ¼ P A sA þ P C sC ;

(9)

where sA and sc are the strength of amorphous CueZr and crystalline Cu phase, respectively; PA and PC are the volume fraction of
amorphous CueZr phase and crystalline Cu, respectively. In the
cases of no amorphous phase (0  Zr doping < 3.0 at.%), P A ¼ 0 and
hence sy ¼ sc . When the doped Zr content is  3.0 at.% (in particular at the content of 7.0 at.%) where P A > 0 (Table 1), the contribution of amorphous phase to the strength will be included by

using Eq. (9). In the following, we focus on quantifying the Zr
content-dependent strength of crystalline phase in terms of
different strengthening mechanisms as mentioned in the Introduction Section.
4.3.1. GB solute segregation strengthening
Given the solubility between Cu and Zr at room temperature,
doped Zr atoms are predominantly segregated at GBs to reduce GB
energy, as veriﬁed by EDX and APT analyses. Such GB segregation
can dramatically increase the yield strength of the alloy [77,78], and
the strength can be given by Ref. [61]:

1

sc

¼





1
NGB
NGB

1

þ
k
;
$E
$
3
GB
Ntotal
Ntotal
k1 þ k2 d1=2

(10)

k1, k2 and k3 are ﬁtting parameters, EGB is the speciﬁc GB energy, and
NGB and Ntotal are the number of atoms at GB and the total number
of atoms, respectively. It is found that the segregated atoms have
little effect on hardness/strength in the case of large grain size, such
as d  15e20 nm [61]. The grain size in this study was in the range
of 35e72 nm and then grain boundary segregation strengthening
effect was negligible. It should be pointed out that, due the
extremely low fraction of Cu-Zr particles localize at GBs, the Zener
pinning effect contributes to the strength is not considered here.
4.3.2. Solid solution strengthening
Although Zr is considered to mainly segregate at GBs, it is
inevitable that some Zr atoms/clusters reside in the grain interiors,
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Fig. 11. Calculations on yield strength of the pure Cu and Cu-Zr alloyed ﬁlms in
comparison with experimental data (sy ¼ Hardness/3) by using different strengthening models: the dash, solid, and dash-dot lines are from the HP model, TB softening
model, and the partial-based model, respectively. The dots are experimental data.
Three regimes (H-P regime (Regime I), twin softening regime (Regime II), and partialbased regime (Regime III)) are divided by different predominant strengthening models,
which correspond to the three different microstructure features in the pure Cu, Cu-Zr
(Zr  3.0 at%), and Cu-Zr (Zr ¼ 7.0 at.%) ﬁlms, respectively.

obtained assuming c ¼ 4.2 at.% (obtained from APT measurement)
and d ¼ 35 nm in the Cu-7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms. The calculated strength is
far lower than the measured value, which indicates that the solid
solution strengthening is not the predominant strengthening
mechanism.

Fig. 10. (a) Plot of the calculated critical nucleation radius for r*perfect and r*twined as a
function of surface energy. (b) Plot of the calculated twin spacing (lT) in the form of lT/
lT0 (lT0 is the twin spacing of pure Cu) as a function of surface energy. Both calculations
in (a) and (b) are performed at a constant deposition rate of 0.3 nm/s and twin
boundary energy of 0.024 J/m2.

4.3.3. Grain size/twin thickness-dependent strengthening
Microstructure reﬁnement typically leads to the well-known
boundary strengthening of materials, a consequence of
dislocation-boundary interactions. During plastic deformation, the
presence of GB and TB impedes the movement of dislocations,
thereby enhance the strength. Taking the weight of nanotwins into
account, the yield strength (sc) of the NC ﬁlms is written as [80]:

h





sc ¼ s0 þ P T kTB l1=2
þ kGB d1=2 þ 1  P T
T



kGB d1=2

i

;

(12)
which can be partially supported by the change in lattice parameters. It has also been reported that the maximum solubility of Zr in
Cu lies between 1.33 at.% and 2.05 at.% in alloys prepared by vacuum melting [79]. Here, the interaction between dislocations and
solute atoms/clusters within the matrix of the solvent and the
activation of dislocations pinned by solute atoms at the GBs are
considered, following the treatment of Rupert et al. [34]. Consequently, the total solid solution strengthening can be expressed as
follows:
3=2

Dsc ¼ DsF þ Dsnc;ss ¼ 3

GCu εF c1=2
G b
þ 3 Cu Cu εnc c
ZF
d

(11)

where DsF and Dsnc,ss is respectively the increase in strength of the
alloy predicted by the Fleischer’s model and Rupert’s model, ZF is a
constant, εF is the interaction parameter, GCu and bCu are the shear
modulus and Burgers vector of the solvent, respectively, εnc is the
interaction parameter expressed as functions of G, b and c.
To evaluate the effect of solute atoms, a maximum of 6.6 MPa for
the Fleischer model and 1.8 MPa for Rupert’s model can be

Where s0 is the lattice friction stress, kTB ¼ kGB ¼3478 MPa nm1/
[80], PT is the percentage of grains containing nanotwins (see
Table 1). The predicted sc (or sy ) for the pure Cu ﬁlm is in good
agreement with the experimental result (see Fig. 11). This indicates
that the predominant strengthening mechanisms in the pure Cu
ﬁlm are the GB and TB strengthening. However, when applying Eq.
(12) to the Cu-Zr alloyed ﬁlms, the predicted sy is much larger than
the experimental data within the Zr addition range from 0.4 at.% to
3.0 at.%, while is much smaller than the measured strength of Cu7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms. This evident discrepancy implies other important
strengthening/softening mechanisms switch on.
Actually, the TB strengthening operative in pure Cu thin ﬁlms
with large lT ~25 nm likely transits to the dislocation-nucleation
controlled TB softening mechanism in the fully NT Cu-Zr thin
ﬁlms with extremely small lT ~5 nm. Fig. 12 shows the microstructure evolution of the representative Cu-1.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms before
and after nanoindentation. It can be seen that detwinning process
occurs during plastic deformation, rendering the collapse of the
nanotwinned structure close to the indenter tip in Fig. 12(d). This
can also be veriﬁed by their SAD patterns. Recent in-situ TEM observations in NT Cu have clearly veriﬁed that the dislocation
2
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Fig. 12. (a) Representative TEM image of the indented Cu-1.0 at.% Zr ﬁlms. The boxes marked by (b), (c), and (d) represent the undeformed region, the slightly deformed region, and
highly deformed region, respectively. (b) Magniﬁed TEM image of the undeformed region and corresponding SAD pattern. (c) Magniﬁed TEM image of the slightly deformed region
(edge of the indenter) and corresponding SAD pattern. (d) Magniﬁed TEM images of the highly deformed region (the indenter tip) and corresponding SAD pattern. Note that the
original nanotwinned structure disappear in the region close to the indenter tip.

nucleation from steps on the TBs to TB/GB junctions at a critical
twin thickness (lT), e.g. lT~18 nm for NT Cu [81]. This TB-dominant
strength softening behavior has been observed in elemental NT Cu
with lT < 15 nm [41,82] and NT Ni with lT ~ 40 nm ﬁlms [13]. In this
regard, the strength of the material depends on both TB spacing lT
and grain size d [83], i.e.,



sc ¼ 3tc ¼ 3 t0 þ



DG
k T
d nD
 B In
lT ε_
k$V * k$V *


;

(13)

where DG is the activation energy of ~0.6e1.5 eV [83], k is a factor
representing local stress concentration and geometry, nD is the
Debye frequency, and ε_ is the macroscopic strain rate, and other
symbols have the same meaning as before. Taking the parameters
of kB ¼ 1.38  1023 J/K, T ¼ 298 K, and nD ¼ 1.3  1013/s [83], the
predicted strengths by combining Eqs. (9) and (13) are in good
agreement with the experimental results for fully NT Cu-Zr ﬁlms
(Zr doping  3.0 at.%) (see Fig. 11). But the predicted sy for the pure
Cu ﬁlm is ~400 MPa from Eqs. (9) and (13), which is much less than
the experimental result of 566 MPa. This hints that the dislocationnucleation controlled TB softening mechanism is only predominant
in the Zr-alloyed Cu ﬁlms with Zr  3.0 at.%.
When the Zr addition is raised up to 7.0 at.%, a continuous
amorphous phase network is formed along GBs and no nanotwins
can be observed. This kind of structure can be regarded as composites consisting of a crystalline phase and amorphous phase, akin

to crystalline/amorphous nanolayers. The present authors have
revealed that as the grain size is reduced into nanoscale, partials
emitted from GBs/interfaces should be the dominant deformation
mechanism in Cu [45,84]. Wang et al. also have uncovered that the
crystalline/amorphous Cu/Cu-Zr interface can emit partials during
plastic deformation [43]. Therefore, for these Cu nano-grains, a
reasonable underlying deformation mechanism is the generation
and absorption of partial dislocations at GBs and/or interfaces,
which are highly effective dislocation sinks and sources. The yield
strength of crystalline Cu (sc) is then equal to the critical stress
required to initiate partial dislocations, as given by Refs. [8,45,85]:

sc ¼



1 2fGCu bp gsf
þ
;
f $s
d
bp

(14)

where s is the Schmid factor of the corresponding slip system of
~0.27e0.41 [8], gsf is the stacking fault energy (SFE, 45 mJ/m2 for Cu
[73]), f is a stress concentration factor of ~2e4 [45], the parameter 4
is the order of unity, reﬂecting the character of the dislocation
[45,85], and bp (0.14757 nm for Cu) is the Burgers vector magnitude
of the Shockley partial dislocation. The predicted sy from Eqs. (9)
and (14) ﬁts well with the experimental result of Cu-7.0 at.%Zr
ﬁlms, see Fig. 11.
In summary, three regimes associated with different predominant strengthening mechanisms are evidently divided within the
studied Zr addition range, see Fig. 11. In the Regime I of pure Cu ﬁlm,
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Fig. 13. Dependence of the strain rate sensitivity (SRS, m) on Zr content. Dots are experimental data and lines are calculations based on different DG. The calculations in (a) and (b)
are from serial adding and parallel adding considerations, respectively.

the strength is mainly come from the GB and TB interactions with
dislocations. In the Regimes II of Cu-Zr alloyed ﬁlms with Zr content
3.0 at.%, the predominant strengthening mechanism is the
dislocation nucleation-controlled nanotwin softening. While in the
Regime III of Cu-7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlm, the intergranular amorphous layermediated strengthening and intragranular partial-based strengthening contribute most to the strength. The predominant strengthening mechanisms in the three regimes are corresponding to the
microstructural features, which are in turn tuned by the doped Zr
content.

dislocation) and the mean distance between the forest dislocation
evolving as r1/2 [88], l* at a given plastic strain can be simply
expressed as [89]:

1 1
1
1
¼ þ .pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ pﬃﬃﬃ ;
l* d bp
cq x r

where x is a proportionality factor, r is the total density of stored
dislocations, i.e.,

r ¼ r0 þ ð1  Pdis Þrn ¼ r0 þ ð1  Pdis Þ  3z=d;
4.4. Strain rate sensitivity and deformation mechanisms
Next, the above calculations on strength will be used to quantitatively understand the Zr addition-dependent strain rate sensitivity. For comparison purpose, the SRS m is calculated by using the
rule of mixtures (serial adding consideration) and the inverse rule
of mixtures (parallel adding consideration), respectively:

m ¼ P A mA þ P C mC

(15a)

or,

.
.
1=m ¼ P A mA þ P C mC

(15b)

where mA is the SRS index of the amorphous Cu-Zr phase and take
mA as a constant of 0.022 for simplicity based on our previous
work [76]. The negative SRS mA of amorphous Cu-Zr thin ﬁlms is
caused by the deformation-induced nanocrystallization during
local heating [76]. Speciﬁcally, such a mechanism also emerges in
deformed crystalline/amorphous Cu/Cu-Zr multilayers [86,87]. The
positive SRS mC is that of NC phase that can be given by Ref. [88]:

pﬃﬃﬃ
3kB T
mc ¼
;
s y bp c l*

(16)

where sy is the strength that has been respectively expressed for
the three regimes in above section, bp is the Burgers vector of a
partial; c is the distance (of the order of bp) swept out by the mobile
dislocation during an activation event and is approximately a
constant; l* is the dislocation segment length involved in the local
activation event. Assume the evolution of the effective dislocation
segment length (or GB pinning point distance) l* is controlled by a
combination of pthe
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ average grain size d, average solute atoms
spacing L ¼ bp = cq (q is the bending angle of a passing ﬂexible

(17)

(18)

where r0 is the preexisted dislocation density (roughly on the order
of ~1012-1014/m2), Pdis is the probability of a dislocation being
absorbed by the GBs, rn is the density of dislocations emitted from
GBs and can be correlated with the parameter z that reﬂects the
ability of a boundary to emit dislocations via the equation of
rn ¼ 3  z=d [90]. Physically, parameter z corresponds to the total
length of dislocations emitted per unit area of boundaries, which is
strongly inﬂuenced by the boundary characters (such as composition and misorientation) and the magnitude of plastic strains. The
probability of Pdis can be given by Ref. [91]:

iJ
h
Pdis ¼ 1  ð1  pÞN
13sbPε_ dnD
0 
zl
 D G þ t 0 bP 3
A5
1  41  exp@
;
kB T
2

¼

(19)

where p ¼ exp½ðDG þ t0 bP 3 Þ=ðkB TÞ is the probability of an atom
successfully jumping into the GB in a single attempt; N ¼ sbP vD =_εd
is the number of attempted jumps by dislocation core atoms to the
GB/surface during a given time; J ¼ zl is the total number of atoms
on the dislocation core jumping into the GB, where the dislocations
length l is proportional to d; DG is the activation energy for atomic
migration (or dislocation nucleation) that reduces with the GB
energy, varying within the range of ~0.6e1.5 eV [83,91,92]; t0 is
resolved shear stress.
The calculations on the Zr addition-dependent SRS obtained
from Eqs. (15)e(19) are shown in Fig. 13, by combined with the
expressions for sy as presented in above section. It is demonstrated
that both the serial adding (Fig. 13(a)) and parallel adding
(Fig. 13(b)) considerations can ﬁt the experimental results well
within the Zr range  3.0 at.%. At the point of 7.0 at.% Zr addition,
the serial adding consideration seems to be better than the parallel
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one. However, this does not hint that the serial adding consideration is more applicable for quantitative description of the Zr
content-dependent SRS variation observed here. Actually, the Cu7.0 at.% Zr ﬁlm display microstructural features much different from
other Cu-Zr ﬁlms with Zr addition 3.0 at.%, which may induces a
change in the deformation mechanism and results in the discrepancy between the experimental results and the parallel adding
consideration. Further investigations are required to establish a
relationship between the microstructural features and the SRS of
the metal ﬁlms with solute atoms segregated at grain boundaries.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we systematically investigated the effects of Zr
doping on the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties
of Cu thin ﬁlms, and accounted for the dependence of strength on
the microstructures in detail. The main ﬁndings are summarized as
follows:
(1) Alloying can remarkably alter the fundamental structure
forming phenomena in Cu thin ﬁlms to achieve the hierarchical microstructure. The Zr segregation at grain boundaries
strongly reduces the grain boundary/surface energy and
leads to the formation of highly textured nanotwinned microstructures in the Cu-Zr thin ﬁlms with solute Zr content in
the range of 0.4 at.% to 3.0 at.%. Further increasing the solute
Zr content, amorphous phase is formed at grain boundaries
until the three-dimensional amorphous network emerges at
Zr content of ~7 at.%.
(2) In the present Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms, grain boundaries/
nanotwin boundaries and crystalline/amorphous interfaces
signiﬁcantly contribute to their high strength, whereas grain
boundary segregation and solid solution strengthening play
minor roles in strengthening. The nanotwins can notably
inﬂuence the strength of Cu-Zr alloyed thin ﬁlms, which is
related to their thickness.
(3) A decrease in the SRS (from positive to negative with
increasing Zr content) is approximately explained by
considering the thermally activated partials depinning
mechanism, with the assumption that the Cu-Zr thin ﬁlm is
composed of the crystalline phase and the amorphous Cu-Zr
phase with a negative constant SRS.
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